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Animals are not ours


to experiment on, eat, wear, use for entertainment, or abuse in any other way. 
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This lesson plan is designed to help teachers present animal rights issues to their students. If you’re an educator, please feel free to adapt this material to fit your needs, and contact us if you need help incorporating this activity into your curriculum.

Objectives: To discuss various animal rights issues with your students by asking them to think about or research various animal-related topics and complete essays and activities

Bring animal rights into the classroom by having your students answer meaningful questions through quick activities or short answer essays. This lesson plan covers various issues ranging from companion-animal overpopulation to animals in captivity and starts with simple, fun questions, such as “If you could be any animal, which one would you be?”

Download the lesson for free!
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TeachKind can also send you FREE leaflets and stickers to go along with the lesson plans. Click here to order some!
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Sign me up for the following e-mail:
 Membership Updates PETA News TeachKindCurrent subscribers: You will continue to receive e-mail unless you explicitly opt out by clicking here.

 













By submitting this form, you’re acknowledging that you have read and agree to our privacy policy and agree to receive e-mails from us.
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Contact TeachKind
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Order FREE Materials




Lessons and Activities
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	Grades 9-12


 



Popular Resources
	Debate & Persuasive Arguments
	Printables
	Rescue Stories
	Get Inspired to Teach Humane Education
	Humane Classroom Tools and Ideas
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	FAQs
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'Challenging Assumptions' Secondary School Program
© iStock.com/Goja1 
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'Share the World' Elementary School Program
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Students 12 and Under
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Students 13 and Up
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 A Step-By-Step Guide to Introducing a Class Plant to Your Students
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 How to Help Animals During the Holidays With TeachKind
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Animal Companions Lecciones de español y recursos para el aprendizaje de TeachKind
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Animal Companions Debate Kit: Are ‘No-Kill’ Policies Killing Animals?

© iStock.com/mayalain 
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Get PETA Updates

Stay up to date on the latest vegan trends and get breaking animal rights news delivered straight to your inbox!
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Sign me up for the following e-mail:
 Membership Updates PETA NewsCurrent subscribers: You will continue to receive e-mail unless you explicitly opt out by clicking here.

 













By submitting this form, you’re acknowledging that you have read and agree to our privacy policy and agree to receive e-mails from us.
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“Almost all of us grew up eating meat, wearing leather, and going to circuses and zoos. We never considered the impact of these actions on the animals involved. For whatever reason, you are now asking the question: Why should animals have rights?” READ MORE

— Ingrid E. Newkirk, PETA President and co-author of Animalkind




Read More
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Click here to urge the USDA to refuse to license Charles River Laboratories’ proposed site for a monkey prison. It could cage 43,000 monkeys who would later be killed in labs!




Terms for automated texts/calls from PETA: http://peta.vg/txt. Text STOP to end, HELP for more info. Msg/data rates may apply. U.S. only.
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